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Hoss Finds A Haven
Meet one of our newer family members, Hoss. He was found by a
boy riding his bike on Old Jacksonboro Road in the Adams Run area.
At first the boy thought he was dead, but as soon as he saw movement he rushed to help . Leaving his bike on the roadside, he carried the emaciated dog home to his mother. The family quickly realized that Hoss's situation was critical and he needed medical treatment, so they called us for help. Hallie Hill rushed Hoss in for an
35 Pounds on Arrival
emergency blood transfusion because he was severely anemic. He
was so weak, he could only stand a few seconds before collapsing.
Treatment for open sores, intestinal parasites, some vitamins, fluids, and a steady diet was prescribed. It took Hoss
almost three weeks to show improvement, but he finally started gaining strength and weight! It has been a long road
to recovery, but we have enjoyed watching his personality
shine through as he grows stronger and more energetic
each day. Being so loving and sweet, we feel Hoss would
thrive in a home. Like many of those who came before
him, we do not know what his life was like before arriving
at Hallie Hill. No medical reason could be found for his
condition, so the vets gather Hoss was simply starved to
the point his organs began shutting down. We are saddened that someone is to blame for this dog’s suffering,
but are grateful for the young man who found him on the
roadside and saved his life. Hoss has a hero!

55 Pounds and Growing!

Consider Fostering
We are excited to announce the expansion of our foster program. We are currently searching for qualified foster parents for some of our animals. It is a “win– win” for all involved! If
you choose to foster, the animal gets your love, attention, and the experience of living in a
family setting. You would get love and companionship from the animal, along with the satisfaction that comes with doing a good deed! AND– we will learn so much about how the
dog adjusts to a household environment and use this knowledge to find the perfect
adopter. If you are interested in fostering, email us at info@halliehill.com
Kurt and his foster dog Rice.
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A Home for All Seasons.
How You Can Help…
Adopt!- or Help spread the word that we have many adoptable dogs and cats!
Volunteer!- We need many more volunteers for enrichment activities for
both dogs and cats. Contact dana.clark@halliehill.com
Donate! Gifts of money, toys, blankets, dog shampoos, treats, and other supplies are always appreciated!

Adorable Adoptables
Ariel is ready for dock diving! She’s a
deaf mix that loves the water and will
retrieve anything. Her striking blue eyes
will leave you breathless!

Brisco
Lovable, energetic, 2 yr. old male that
would love to be a lap dog, even at 60
pounds. His long legs and wagging tail
would be a great addition to an active
family.

Sasha
Sasha is a 6 year old Shepherd/Lab
mix that loves the water, catching
Frisbees, and would make a great
running partner.

Snip
This friendly and loving girl would
make a “purrfect” companion. Her
“snip” of white looks like a crooked
milk mustache.

Thank You Volunteers!
The heart and soul of
Hallie Hill are the dedicated volunteers. Each
day they donate their
time to enrich the lives
of the many dogs and
cats residing at the
sanctuary. Their tireless
Lauralee Hanson gives Robbie a
dedication means so
ride on the golf cart.
much to each and every
animal they shower with love and affection. With over
200 animals to take care of, the volunteers are critical in
the socialization of the animals to prepare them for life
in a new home. There is a never ending list of tasks for
volunteers to complete. If you prefer canine companions, you can spend your day
walking, grooming, filling pools,
or throwing balls for the dogs.
If felines are your friends, you
can feed, pet, and play with the
cats. Volunteers must be 18+
years old. If you are interested Linda Smoak gives Emma
in volunteering, contactand Kaylee some lap time!
dana.clark@halliehill.com.

